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Abstract
The study aimed at finding if Dr. Kano model can be used as an effective tool in
measuring customer satisfaction, and how useful it can be for service providers. The basics of
this model state the differences between must-be and attractive requirements. The research
proved that quality assurance is the focus of service providers that want to establish themselves
on a competitive advantage, compared to others; and gives evidence for why it is good to be
proactive in the market.
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Introduction
Sometimes what customers may think is important, regarding the characteristics of the
products or services may not be the same what service providers think and what they focus on.
Most service providers (SPs) use a traditional approach years after years, and that is the direct
method, where they conduct customer satisfaction surveys. That kind of approach has its limits
and its findings may not always result in what customers really want. Moreover, when applied to
more complex products it does not work, or with overall service and it gives a picture of only
one point in time (Does your customer …2014).
Torres et al (2013) found out the reason why hotels are using satisfactions surveys and
what they are doing with customer feedback. The problem is that service providers focus mostly
on negative feedback, which is the whole purpose of it, and then they try to find out service
recovery approaches and how to improve service quality. Does it have to go in that order, why to
examine failures later, when it may be possible not to have them at all? Why control quality
when service providers can assure quality? It does not have to work in that order, but hotels have
gotten used to it, and work in that way.
Torres et al (2013) also pointed out that if service providers already use customer
satisfaction survey when service is delivered, they are doing it wrong. Instead of focusing only
on what to do when service experience is not going as planned, they should focus more on what
happens when service is extraordinary. When customers are truly amazed, and when they
experience service beyond their expectations they will definitely show their delight. And of
course there is difference between satisfaction and delight.
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After there has been failure and damage has been done, the most common thought of SPs
is how to fix that failure, which is logical. However, thinking in the long term, what could have
been done to prevent the failure? The whole purpose of selling process is not to sell nor to offer,
but to satisfy customers’ needs (Matzler et al., 1998). Again, SPs may be aware of that, but they
are doing something wrong. They are using qualitative and quantitative research methods which
help them to come to some results. It is true that it gives them certain percentages regarding how
satisfied customers are with certain feature, which is good, but what if that is not enough?
Customer satisfaction is a customer’s perception of service or product performance,
regarding his or her expectations (Torres et al 2013). For SPs it is crucial to find the needs and
wants of customers. Satisfaction is achieved when expectations are fulfilled, but there is also the
case of going beyond satisfaction and exceeding expectation, which will be later explained in
paper.
If performance of service is lower than expected, customers will be dissatisfied; if it is as
expected customers will be satisfied and if performance is even beyond expectations, it will
boost customer satisfaction as well (Kotler, 2001). As customers’ expectations are fulfilled,
satisfaction increased. The goal of all service providers is high customer satisfaction, because
that is the only way customer will come back, buy another product, become loyal, spread the
word of mouth etc. And challenge becomes how to achieve satisfaction. Customers give an
opportunity to SPs to serve and satisfy them, and both should work together. SPs have
opportunity to discover the needs and want of customers.
It is not the right approach to just hope for the good results and control them through a
system of complains, proposals, surveys etc. Rather than being reactive, SPs should be proactive.
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Proactive selling techniques ensure SPs that the process of selling is going in the desired way,
just as planned. There are many proactive tools which SPs can use any time during the sale and
before in order to maintain control over the whole process of a sale (Miller, 2003). A lot of
companies are oriented exclusively to the reactive approach, which is wrong, because the
proactive increases the value for customers, and this is the most reliable approach to data
collection. The first step of proactive selling concentrate on: preparing, doing the action plan,
bringing possible ideas and tools that can be used and then examining the expected results. Then
there should be practice and thinking ahead about what can be useful for SPs of certain service,
how to implement the process. They should know exactly what the need is, and how to satisfy
that certain need. Proactive selling is not the way SPs sell, nor those are strategies; they are
tactics SPs must master before the sales process, because it can change sales behavior on very
effective way (Miller, 2003).
What does service quality really mean and what are the right strategies for meeting
expectations of customers? Zeithaml et al. (1990) discussed how much SPs should invest in
quality service, in order to have the best return of investment. And they realized there are two
very important categories, and that is attracting new customers and satisfying the existing ones.
Attracting new customers is connected with advertising, but it does not guarantee results; the
most important is finding the right strategy. Satisfying the existing customers can help service
providers evaluate financial impact of service quality. It is always better and profitable to spend
market resources on keeping existing customers rather than attracting new ones. However, if a
company loses existing customers, other customers must replace them, and that is very
expensive. For a certain period of time, there is no profit to a company, because of the costs
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associated with sales and promotion that the company has spent. That is why it is important to
invest in service quality, and assure it, rather than control it. (Zeithaml et al., 1996)
Homburg et al. (2005) discussed the relationship between customer satisfaction and their
willingness to pay more for certain product or service and how satisfaction affects willingness. It
is true that customer satisfaction can lead to a better customer loyalty and positive word of
mouth, but the question is, are satisfied customers willing to pay more to get certain service. In
this case Homburg et al. (2005) had in mind customer satisfaction regarding the performance of
the service, if it meets their expectations regarding the quality, not the price of a product or
service, and the willingness to pay means what maximum amount of money are customers
willing to spend on certain service or product. Homburg et al. (2005) found out that there is
positive and strong relationship between customer satisfaction and their willingness to pay.
Satisfied customers, who receive high quality services feel better because of that and therefore
are willing to pay more. They also suggest that based on customer satisfaction, a company i.e.
should think about pricing strategies, which means companies could easily charge a higher price
for service or products that customers are highly satisfied with.
Bardecki et al. (2004) state that customers are no longer ready to give up their priorities
and wants in order to achieve lower price for product or service. Furthermore customers exactly
know what they want and are what the look for; they and are willing to pay more for customized
product or service. Accordingly, customers will recognize greater value if a service or product is
customized. After all, that service or product exactly meets all their wants, needs and desires. If a
product is highly customized, it will lead to a higher customer satisfaction. Customers are willing
to wait more for their customized product, as well as be part of designing it, and most important
Bardecki et al. (2004) found out that majority of their respondents are willing to pay more for it.
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When talking about being ready for mass customization it is not all about willingness to pay
more, that idea is partly supported (Bardecki et al., 2004). Being ready for mass customization
means that customers are aware of paying for product’s features they do not need, and therefore
they are willing to cooperate and express what they exactly need. Companies should use mass
customization in order to gain competitive advantage.
The majority of services cannot be measured, calculated or tested before a process of sale
in order to ensure their quality. That is why employees play an important role in the process of
selling. In some services, quality is visible at the moment of its delivery, at direct contact of SP
and the customer. That is why sometimes quality of service depends on performance of
employees. The main issue for SPs should be how to achieve quality service, in order to reduce
costs, increase market share and profit (Zeithaml et al. 1988). Zeithaml et al. discussed gaps in
service quality, and the most important gap is between customer expectations, and what
management thinks customer expectations are. SPs cannot always exactly know which
characteristics certain service must have in order to meet customer expectations, and fulfill their
needs. Actually was discussed is which levels of performance and which characteristics of
service are necessary in order to provide high quality service.
It is not necessarily true that customers do not know what they want, and that they have
to be convinced or told. Dr. Kano (1984) wanted to improve customer satisfaction by his twodimensional effective instrument, which he used to analyze the requirements of the customers.
He believed it is possible and achievable with his powerful method to classify customer
requirements. The result of his effective instrument is a comparison between customer
satisfaction and performance of product; what effect do the features of service or product have
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on customer satisfaction? Satisfaction varies from total dissatisfaction to total satisfaction, while
performance goes from service provider didn’t do it at all to he or she did it very well.
Expected needs or must-be requirements are the most important, because without them
the customer will be dissatisfied, but it does not mean that with them the customer will
necessarily be satisfied. Those are simply basic criteria of a product or services which do not
need mention. Fulfilling them is an obligation for service providers and it does not lead to a
higher point on satisfaction line (Kano, 1984). Without must-be requirements which are taken for
granted, there is high possibility of losing customers.
One-dimensional requirements, better known as customer wants are the reason why a
service provider is still on the market. Those requirements are the voice of customers. Wants are
required by a customer, which means if there is an absence of them it will lead to dissatisfaction
and vice versa. So it can increase customer satisfaction, and they are measurable and specified
(Kano, 1984).
Customers should not be able to imagine nor expect attractive requirements, but at one
point in time when they actually experience those wow effects customers should be thrilled.
Without those requirements no one will end up dissatisfied, but if service providers decide to
provide them, customers’ level of satisfaction will suddenly increase (Kano, 1984)
There are also indifferent requirements, for which customers do not care. A customer is
simply indifferent about certain feature. Reverse requirements are those customers would rather
not have. For example, if there is certain feature, it will lead to dissatisfaction, and if there is not,
customers will be satisfied, actually they expect the reverse. One more category of customer
requirement developed by Dr. Kano (1984) is questionable requirement, those are wrong
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answers, probably misunderstood questions, or answered wrong by accident, because in that
manner they are impossible to have.
The main factors when developing products or services are understanding customer
needs; after it, the important factor is how to deal with customer satisfaction (Xu et al., 2009).
Lieberman (2008) pointed out how the Kano model is related with customer value management.
It can lead company on the right path. Not just company, but each product or service can be
tested through Dr. Kano’s precise analysis. It makes clear under which a category product or
service falls, as well as predict how they will vary with time. The Kano model can easily help
companies to exactly know which requirements they must fulfill; with which requirements they
should compete with; and which requirements can quickly increase the level of customer
satisfaction (Shakin et al., 2011). The main goal of SPs is to achieve their visions and to create
an ideal environment, where customers will be highly satisfied. An ideal environment must be
proactive, communicative, understanding, caring, innovative and profitable (Parke, 2012).
Service quality can be measured by the degree a service meets, or goes beyond customer
expectations and requirements; Zeithaml et al. (1990) mentioned two levels of expectations,
similar to must-be, one-dimensional and attractive (Kano, 1984), and those are desired service
and adequate service. Desired service is what customers expect and hope to receive; it is
essential for SPs to deliver it. While adequate service, SPs will deliver, and hope that customers
will accept it; it may or may not meet customer needs. Between desired service, as the upper
line, and adequate service, as the lower line, there is a zone of tolerance, and for SPs it means a
zone where there is a possibility of meeting customers’ expectations. Zeithaml et al. (1996) stress
that even if SPs are operating within a zone of tolerance and have a competitive advantage, they
should constantly improve their service. Dr. Kano (1984) said that attractive requirements can
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help SPs to improve their service continuously. SPs should offer customers something they not
even imagine, in order to surprise them, but not the same wow effect each time. It is not enough
to exceed adequate service, but to exceed desired service (Zeithamn et al. 1990)

Methods
The purpose of this research paper was to find out what customers want and to examine
customer satisfaction level on the example of one restaurant in Dubrovnik. The restaurant was
new in Dubrovnik, its appearance and offering is different from others and it is unique. They
added a new dimension to the restaurant industry. Everything is carefully planned, with all
details carefully chosen. They offer brunches, a la carte menu, pizzas and dishes from the grill, in
a pleasant atmosphere. They were surveyed to see how customers feel about them due to their
uniqueness and being new on the market.
Research was done in order to find the comparison between satisfaction of customers and
performance of product. It is a specific research, using Dr. Kano’s model to find different
customer requirements of restaurant service. The questionnaire (Figure 12, Appendix B) that was
developed by Dr. Kano (1984) was used because it measures six different customer
requirements: must-be, one-dimensional, attractive, reverse, indifferent and questionable. The
purpose of the project was to exactly find out the categories Dr. Kano used in his model. How
satisfied customers are regarding the characteristics of service and products in that restaurant,
and what customers find as most attractive, without which they would be dissatisfied.
Participants of this research were people between the ages of 18 and 60; those were the
people who went to the specific restaurant, not taking in account how frequently. Questions were
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made regarding restaurant industry, using Dr. Kano model. There were 18 questions, using Dr.
Kano’s two dimensional effective approaches. Two dimensional approach means that each
question was asked twice but in a different way, functional and dysfunctional. For each feature
of the restaurant there was functional question-positive one “how would you feel” if certain
feature is present in service, and then dysfunctional-negative one “how would you feel” if there
is an absence of that same feature.
Questions were made on a model of Jack steak house (Lieberman, 2008). Open source
method was used; an online link was posted on the official Facebook page of surveyed restaurant
(Figure 1, Appendix B). The main purpose of primary research was to examine if customers
know exactly what they need or they need to be convinced, are they willing to pay more, and are
they ready for customization as well as how service providers should find what customer
expectations are and how to satisfy them.

Results:
The aim of the study was to apply Dr. Kano’s model to measure customer satisfaction of
a restaurant in the city of Dubrovnik, Croatia. The customers were reached via social media
network (Facebook) and the researcher collected a total of 271 replies. Out of 271 responses 17
were invalid because they were incomplete. The data collected was analyzed in order to find Dr.
Kano’s (1984) customer requirements: attractive, must-be, one-dimensional, indifferent, reversed
and questionable. Out of 9 attributes of a service in the analyzed and surveyed restaurant, two
attributes were found to be attractive. There were no attributes which could be classified into
indifferent and questionable. A majority of the restaurant attributes were one-dimensional.
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Questions and answers were analyzed two by two, because of functional and
dysfunctional way of asking the same question. They were compared to each other and results
were measured and analyzed based on Kano’s evaluation table (Figure 2, Appendix A) in order
to find out under which customer requirements fits certain attribute of the restaurant the best.
Respondents were form 18 to 60 years old. Based on the interview and discussion with the
manager (Figure 13, Appendix B) of the restaurant about their target groups, respondents were
divided into three groups. The manager categorized first group as “college generation”, and they
were from 18 to 25. The other target group of their restaurant, he called “young managers”,
customers from 26 to 33. And those two groups are the most common guests in the restaurant.
The third group he called “more experienced”, people from 34 to 60. In the first group there were
131 people, in the second group there were 68 people, and in the third one there were 56 people.
On the functional question: “How would you feel if the food is served hot and fresh?”
and its opposite, dysfunctional one: “How would you feel if the food is not served hot and
fresh?” 52, 67% of the first group perceived it as one-dimensional requirement; while second
group think it is must-be requirement (51, 47%). The third group thinks it is one-dimensional
requirement as well (51, 78%). (Figure 3, Appendix A)
On the functional question: “How would you feel if there is enough food on the plate?”
and its dysfunctional “How would you feel if there is very small portion of the food on the
plate?” all groups perceived it as one-dimensional requirement, first group with 45%, second
group with 35,29%, and third one with 44,64%. (Figure 4, Appendix A)
On the functional question “How would you feel If the interior is clean and neat?” and
dysfunctional “How would you feel If the interior is not clean and neat?” all groups found this to
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be one-dimensional requirement (76, 33% of people from the first group, 70, 58% of second
group and 67, 85% of third group.) (Figure 5, Appendix A)
On the question “How would you feel if the food is served rapidly?” and “How would you feel if
the food is not served rapidly?” the groups answer differently. 32, 82% of the first group
perceived this as must-be requirement, which is the majority; while the second group (32, 35%)
perceived this as one-dimensional requirement, as well as the third group (30, 57%). (Figure 6,
Appendix A)
On the question “How would you feel if the ambiance in the restaurant is great?” and
“How would you feel it the ambience in the restaurant is not great” all groups found this to be
attractive, the first group with 57, 25%, the second group with 54, 41% and the third group with
48, 21%. (Figure 7, Appendix A)
First group (69, 46%), second group (58, 82%) and third (62, 5%) feel that the question:
“How would you feel if the manager personally thanked you?” when compared with “How
would you feel if the manager don’t personally thanked you?” i.e. requirement is the attractive
one. (Figure 8, Appendix A)
On the functional question “How would you feel if you are greeted warmly at the door by
hostess or waiter?” and dysfunctional “How would you feel if you are not greeted warmly at the
door by hostess or waiter?” the first group found this to be one-dimensional requirement (38,
16%); while the second group found this to be must-be requirement (41, 17%); for the third
group it is equally one-dimensional (39, 28%) and must-be (39, 28%). (Figure 9, Appendix A)
“How would you feel if a waiter checked to see if your meal/drink are satisfactory?” and
“How would you feel if a waiter did not check to see if your meal/drink are satisfactory?” first
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group found this to be reverse requirement (28, 24%) and second group as well (32, 35%). Third
group founds this to be attractive (23, 21%). (Figure 10, Appendix A)
On the functional question “How would you feel if the weekly offer of brunches is
diverse?” and dysfunctional “How would you feel if the weekly offer is not diverse?” all groups
found it as one-dimensional requirement, the first group with 58, 40%, the second group with 48,
50% and the third group with 43, 65%. (Figure 11, Appendix A)
Discussion
This is the first that somebody has attempted to use this type of a questionnaire in
Dubrovnik, Croatia, so the hypothesis was to test the validity of the questionnaire; to test if Dr.
Kano’s model can be used in the future. The main focus of the research was not the surveyed
restaurant; it was just used as an example to test what happens if service providers decide to use
an academic approach, and how helpful it could be for them. The whole purpose of the research
was to find out if there is going to be some valid information after some different kind of
approach, after Dr. Kano’s analysis. And yes, it was proved that it was a very clear, helpful and
useful tool.
Results which were found are important for all service providers who would like to
improve their offer, assure the quality and avoid failures. In order to find out what customers
really want, and what are must-be requirements and which are the attractive ones, Kano model is
a desirable tool. After using Dr. Kano’s effective tool, service providers could provide some new
attractive attributes to thrill their customers once more and then again, because that is the only
way how to stay on the market, retain or attract new customers.
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Because Dr. Kano model is specific it increases the value of results. In this case results
are specific for the surveyed restaurant. But, results like this can be specific for any other service
of product, to exactly know what requirements current customers find as a very important,
without which features of product or service they would be dissatisfied, as well as what delighted
them. Kano’s six requirements: attractive, must-be, one-dimensional, indifferent, reversed and
questionable are and should be important for everyone who wants to succeed in business and
improve quality of products or services. Service providers with their own results, after using Dr.
Kano model would exactly know what they could change, and what features they should not
change at all.
Regarding the surveyed restaurant, majority of the answers were one-dimensional, which
means if they are absent customers will be dissatisfied. They are also known as wants, even here
it sounds logical to be must-be requirements. It could be because of the culture within Dubrovnik
area and the fact that people have lower expectations, and mostly answered questions with “I can
tolerate it”, even they should know exactly what they prefer to have. Since the scope of this
research was not to examine cultural factors, the suggestion for further research is needed.
Results, regarding the surveyed restaurant are important because service providers could
easily avoid failure and improve quality after it. They can learn a lot about their customers, how
to satisfy them in the best possible way, which offers service providers should continue and
which ones to change or discontinue or to invent something new.
Regarding the food and if it should or not should be fresh and hot while served, “college
generation” and “more experienced” people consider it as one-dimensional requirement, which
results in satisfaction when fulfilled. But “young managers” consider it as must-be requirement,
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because they take it for granted, it is how it should be, it must be hot and fresh, and they are
dissatisfied when it is not hot and fresh. Second group, “young managers” seems to know what
they want and how service should be delivered, while “college generation” and “more
experienced” did not seriously perceive this feature.
If there is enough food on the plate, if interior is clean and neat and if the weekly offer of
brunches is diverse, all groups found as one-dimensional requirement, which means they do take
it for granted, or consider it something that must be there. This means that there was enough food
and interior was clean, therefore they were happy and satisfied, on the contrary, it would lead to
dissatisfaction.
Maybe the most important findings for service providers are attractive requirements.
Ambience in the restaurant and manager’s personal “thank you” are attractive requirements for
all groups. For service providers of surveyed restaurant it means when those features of service
are not fulfilled, customers will not be dissatisfied. Those are well known wow effects, which
can only increase customer satisfaction. With these features service providers gain a competitive
advantage. When talking with the manager of surveyed restaurant, before results of the research
were known, what he believed is their biggest strength is the huge number of employees. He was
sure that wow effects are present just because of that. Employees are his biggest assets and they
deliver quality. The thing is that there could not always be the same attractive requirements,
actually they can keep these two, but always add something new. They change with time, which
means at this point in time ambience and manager’s personal thanks are perceived as attractive,
but people will get used to them and one day, in the very near future, those will become one
dimensional, or even must-be, which leads to the point that in order to have a competitive
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advantage and earn profit service providers should change attractive requirements with time. It is
all about surprising customers and making them enthusiastic.
For “more experienced” group, if a waiter checked to see if their meal or drink was
satisfactory, it is attractive requirement as well. Maybe they are not used to it, because for other
groups it is reverse requirement, which means they would rather not have it. The biggest
difference between groups and what they perceive is visible here. That is the main reason why
service providers should make segmentation on their market, of their customers. Not each group
wants to be treated the same nor want the same things, and service providers should not deliver
the same service to each group. Training of employees is very important, because in that way
they become familiar with segments, therefore they deliver service with higher value. For
employees, it is not always desirable to approach each situation with the smile, it is important to
identify the needs of the particular group. So, different approaches are needed for different target
groups, therefore additional training as well.
For “college generation” food must-be served rapidly, this is the only requirement they
perceive as must-be fulfilled. It could be they are in a hurry, want food to be delivered quickly
etc., it is the way it must be, and otherwise they will be dissatisfied. While “young managers”
and “more experienced” groups found this to be one-dimensional requirement. Each person is
different, therefore and those groups are as well. Does this prove that customers know what they
want, or are they just waiting to see what happens? They are reserved, and they wait to see what
they will get and then perceive it in their own way. Finding he answers to these questions was
beyond the scope of this research.
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If “college generation” is greeted warmly at the door by hostess or waiter they would be
satisfied, which means it is one-dimensional requirement for them, while “young managers”
would take it for granted, that is how it should be always, and it is not, it will lead to
dissatisfaction for them, which means it is must-be requirement for them.
Results show that there are many one-dimensional requirements, which means there is
high customer satisfaction. The price customers are willing to pay depends of those features;
therefore it is important to know each requirement regarding each target group. If service
providers want to control quality they would use traditional approaches which are traditional
questionnaire. However, if they want to assure quality, gain a competitive advantage and be
proactive rather than reactive, then the traditional questionnaire will not be helpful; the only way
is switching to quality assurance. Accordingly, for quality assurance Dr. Kano’s model is much
better tool then a traditional questionnaire. Those results are evidence that customers actually
know what they want, they do not necessarily need to be convinced; however they will not say it,
which is the reason why it should be used specific approach or tool to find that out. If service
providers clearly understand their own results, it could give them a strong picture of how not to
have failures at all. After using this effective tool they should exactly know their next steps, and
their market position.
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Appendix A

CUSTOMER
REQUIREMENT
Functional
Like

Dysfunctional
Expect it

Like

Neutral

Tolerate it

Dislike

Q

A

A

A

O

Expect it

R

I

I

I

M

Neutral

R

I

I

I

M

Tolerate it

R

I

I

I

M

Dislike

R

R

R

R

Q

A- Attractive requirement

R- Reverse requirement

M- Must-be requirement

I- Indifferent requirement

O- One-dimensional requirement

Q- Questionable requirement

Figure 2 shows six different customer requirements, based on The Kano evaluation table.
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52,80%

52,67%

52,60%
52,40%
52,20%
52,00%
51,80%

"college generation"

51,78%

"young managers"

51,60%

51,47%

"more experienced"

51,40%
51,20%
51,00%
50,80%
One-dimensional requirement

Must-be requirement

Figure 3 shows which group has the highest percentage of which requirement, based on: if the
food is served hot and fresh in the restaurant.
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50%
45%

44,64%

45%
40%
35,29%
35%
30%

"college generation"
25%

"young managers"

20%

"more experienced"

15%
10%
5%
0%
One-dimensional requirement

Figure 4 shows which group has the highest percentage of which requirement, based on the
restaurant feature - if there is enough food on the plate.
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78,00%
76,33%
76,00%
74,00%
72,00%

70,58%

"college generation"

70,00%
68,00%

"young managers"
67,85%

"more experienced"

66,00%
64,00%
62,00%
One-dimensional requirement

Figure 5 shows which group has the highest percentage of which requirement, based on the
restaurant feature: if the interiror is clean and neat.
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33,00%

32,82%
32,35%

32,50%
32,00%
31,50%

"college generation"
31,00%
30,57%

"young managers"
"more experienced"

30,50%
30,00%
29,50%
29,00%
Must-be requirement

One-dimensional requirement

Figure 6 shows which group has the highest percentage of which requirement, based on the
restaurant feature: if the food is served rapidly.
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58,00%

57,25%

56,00%
54,41%
54,00%
52,00%
"college generation"
50,00%
48,21%

"young managers"
"more experienced"

48,00%
46,00%
44,00%
42,00%
Attractive requirement

Figure 7 shows which group has the highest percentage of which requirement, based on the
restaurant feature: if the ambience in the restaurant is great.
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72,00%
70,00%

69,46%

68,00%
66,00%
64,00%

62,50%

62,00%
60,00%

"college generation"
"young managers"

58,82%

"more experienced"

58,00%
56,00%
54,00%
52,00%
Attractive requirement

Figure 8 shows which group has the highest percentage of which requirement, based on the
restaurant feature: if a manager personally thank you.
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41,50%

41,17%

41,00%
40,50%
40,00%
39,50%

39,28%

39,28%
"college generation"

39,00%

"young managers"

38,50%

38,16%

"more experienced"

38,00%
37,50%
37,00%
36,50%
Must-be requirement

One-dimensional requirement

Figure 9 shows which group has the highest percentage of which requirement, based on the
restaurant feature: if you are greeted warmly at the door by hostess or waiter.
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35,00%

32,35%

30,00%
25,00%

28,24%
23,21%

20,00%

"college generation"
"young managers"

15,00%

"more experienced"

10,00%
5,00%
0,00%
Attractive requirement

Reverse requirement

Figure 10 shows which group has the highest percentage of which requirement, based on the
restaurant feature: if a waiter checked to see if your meal or drink is satisfactory.
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70,00%
60,00%
50,00%

58,40%
48,50%
43,65%

40,00%

"college generation
"young managers"

30,00%

"more experienced"

20,00%
10,00%
0,00%
One- dimensional requirement

Figure 11 shows which group has the highest percentage of which requirement, based on the
restaurant feature: if the weekly offer of brunches is diverse.
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Appendix B

Figure 1 shows screenshot of the open source method, which was used.
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No.

1

No.

2

No.

3

No.

4

No.

5

No.

6

Q: How would you feel:
If the food is served hot and
fresh?
Q: How would you feel:

If the interior is not clean and
neat?

Q: How would you feel:
If a manager personally thank you
while leaving the restaurant?

Q: How would you feel:
If you are greeted warmly at
the door by a hostess or a
waiter?
Q: How would you feel:
If it is served very small portion
of the food on the plate?
Q: How would you feel:

If the atmosphere in the
restaurant is not great?

Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
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No.

7

No.

8

No.

9

No.

10

No.

11

No.

12

Q: How would you feel:

If the food is served rapidly?

Q: How would you feel:

If the food is not served hot and
fresh?

Q: How would you feel:
If no one of employees greet
you at the door?
Q: How would you feel:
If a manager do not personally
thank you while leaving the
restaurant?
Q: How would you feel:
If waiter did not check to see if
your meal\drink were
satisfactory?
Q: How would you feel:

If the atmosphere in the
restaurant is great?

Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
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No.

Q: How would you feel:

Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
13
If the interior is clean and neat?
3. I'm neutral
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
No.
Q: How would you feel:
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
If the meal you order is not
14
3. I'm neutral
server quickly?
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
No.
Q: How would you feel:
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
If the weekly offer of brunches
15
3. I'm neutral
is not diverse?
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
No.
Q: How would you feel:
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
If there is enough food on the
16
3. I'm neutral
plate?
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
No.
Q: How would you feel:
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
If a waiter checked is your
17
3. I'm neutral
drink/meal is satisfactory?
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
No.
Q: How would you feel:
Answers (select with a X one choice only)
1. I like it
2. I expect it
If weekly offer of brunches is
18
3. I'm neutral
diverse?
4. I can tolerate it
5. I dislike it
Figure 12 shows translated questionnaire, because the original was on Croatian.
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Figure 13 shows permission of a manager to test the Kano model on surveyed restaurant

